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pakistan country profile 15 march the muslim majority state of pakistan was born out of
the partition of the indian sub continent in 1947 and has faced both domestic political
upheavals and pakistan populous multiethnic country of south asia having a
predominately indo iranian speaking population pakistan has historically and culturally
been associated with its neighbours iran afghanistan and india since pakistan and india
achieved independence from british rule on august 14 15 1947 celebrated as independence
day learn about pakistan s history culture economy and more from the official source of
the us government pakistan s gdp growth has gradually increased since 2012 and was 5 3
in 2017 official unemployment was 6 in 2017 but this fails to capture the true picture
because much of the economy is informal and underemployment remains high human
development continues to lag behind most of the region the story of history of the
islamic republic of pakistan began on 14 august 1947 when the country came into being
in the form of dominion of pakistan within the british commonwealth as the result of
pakistan movement and the partition of india the history of pakistan preceding the
country s creation in 1947 1 although pakistan was created in 1947 as a whole new
country by the british 2 through partition of india but the history of the land extends
much further back and is intertwined with that of afghanistan india and iran pakistan
is a federal republic with two legislative houses its head of state is the president
and its head of government is the prime minister the area has been inhabited since the
3rd millennium bce from the 3rd century bce to the 2nd century ce it was part of the
mauryan and kushan kingdoms world heritage sites education environment history native
info pakistan the famous alamgiri gate at sunset it is the main gate to lahore fort a
huge citadel in the walled city of lahore opposite alamgiri gate is the iconic badshahi
mosque image noor soban location map of pakistan flag of pakistan pakistan in brief
introduction background the indus valley civilization one of the oldest in the world
and dating back at least 5 000 years spread over much of modern day pakistan the
british dominated the region in the 18th century the separation in 1947 of british
india into the muslim state of pakistan with west and east sections and largely hindu
india was never satisfactorily resolved and the context strategy results poverty
reduction has slowed amid recent shocks as economic growth has remained volatile and
slow pakistan made significant progress towards reducing poverty between 2001 and 2018
with the expansion of off farm economic opportunities and increased inflow of
remittances stay on top of pakistan latest developments on the ground with al jazeera s
fact based news exclusive video footage photos and updated maps pakistan continues to
face multiple sources of internal and external conflict extremism and intolerance of
diversity and dissent have grown fuelled by a narrow vision of pakistan s national
identity and are threatening the country s prospects for social cohesion and stability
asia pakistan maps of pakistan provinces and territories map where is pakistan outline
map key facts flag pakistan situated in the southern part of asia shares its borders
with several countries and bodies of water to the east it adjoins india while to the
west it borders iran and afghanistan pakistan at a glance with the pandemic the
government has been focused on managing the repeated covid 19 infection waves
implementing a mass vaccination campaign expanding its cash transfer program and
providing accommodative monetary conditions to sustain economic growth coordinates 30
00 n 70 00 e the geography of pakistan urdu جغرافیۂ پاک ستان encompasses a wide variety
of landscapes varying from plains to deserts forests and plateaus ranging from the
coastal areas of the indian ocean in the south to the mountains of the karakoram
hindukush himalayas ranges in the north ethnic composition the area currently occupied
by pakistan has long been a route of military conquest and an entrepôt for peoples and
cultures it is therefore a significant cultural and ethnic melting pot modern pakistan
s population can be divided broadly into five major and several minor ethnic groups
freedom of religion and belief the pakistani government did not amend or repeal
blasphemy law provisions that have provided a pretext for violence against religious
minorities and have left them pakistan has been reeling from a deadly suicide bombing
at a mosque located inside a high security police compound in the northwestern city of
peshawar amid a rise in attacks in the past several imran khan acquitted in pakistan s
secrets act case a pakistani court suspended a ten year jail sentence given to former
prime minister imran khan for violating the nation s secrecy laws but a lawyer for
pakistan s imprisoned former prime minister imran khan says an appeals court has
acquitted him of leaking state secrets



pakistan country profile bbc news May 02 2024
pakistan country profile 15 march the muslim majority state of pakistan was born out of
the partition of the indian sub continent in 1947 and has faced both domestic political
upheavals and

pakistan history population religion prime minister Apr 01
2024
pakistan populous multiethnic country of south asia having a predominately indo iranian
speaking population pakistan has historically and culturally been associated with its
neighbours iran afghanistan and india since pakistan and india achieved independence
from british rule on august 14 15 1947 celebrated as independence day

pakistan the world factbook Feb 29 2024
learn about pakistan s history culture economy and more from the official source of the
us government

pakistan the world factbook Jan 30 2024
pakistan s gdp growth has gradually increased since 2012 and was 5 3 in 2017 official
unemployment was 6 in 2017 but this fails to capture the true picture because much of
the economy is informal and underemployment remains high human development continues to
lag behind most of the region

history of pakistan 1947 present wikipedia Dec 29 2023
the story of history of the islamic republic of pakistan began on 14 august 1947 when
the country came into being in the form of dominion of pakistan within the british
commonwealth as the result of pakistan movement and the partition of india

history of pakistan wikipedia Nov 27 2023
the history of pakistan preceding the country s creation in 1947 1 although pakistan
was created in 1947 as a whole new country by the british 2 through partition of india
but the history of the land extends much further back and is intertwined with that of
afghanistan india and iran

history of pakistan its partition from india and the Oct
27 2023
pakistan is a federal republic with two legislative houses its head of state is the
president and its head of government is the prime minister the area has been inhabited
since the 3rd millennium bce from the 3rd century bce to the 2nd century ce it was part
of the mauryan and kushan kingdoms

pakistan a country profile nations online project Sep 25
2023
world heritage sites education environment history native info pakistan the famous
alamgiri gate at sunset it is the main gate to lahore fort a huge citadel in the walled
city of lahore opposite alamgiri gate is the iconic badshahi mosque image noor soban
location map of pakistan flag of pakistan pakistan in brief

country summary the world factbook Aug 25 2023
introduction background the indus valley civilization one of the oldest in the world
and dating back at least 5 000 years spread over much of modern day pakistan the
british dominated the region in the 18th century the separation in 1947 of british
india into the muslim state of pakistan with west and east sections and largely hindu
india was never satisfactorily resolved and the



pakistan overview development news research data world
bank Jul 24 2023
context strategy results poverty reduction has slowed amid recent shocks as economic
growth has remained volatile and slow pakistan made significant progress towards
reducing poverty between 2001 and 2018 with the expansion of off farm economic
opportunities and increased inflow of remittances

pakistan today s latest from al jazeera Jun 22 2023
stay on top of pakistan latest developments on the ground with al jazeera s fact based
news exclusive video footage photos and updated maps

the current situation in pakistan united states institute
May 22 2023
pakistan continues to face multiple sources of internal and external conflict extremism
and intolerance of diversity and dissent have grown fuelled by a narrow vision of
pakistan s national identity and are threatening the country s prospects for social
cohesion and stability

pakistan maps facts world atlas Apr 20 2023
asia pakistan maps of pakistan provinces and territories map where is pakistan outline
map key facts flag pakistan situated in the southern part of asia shares its borders
with several countries and bodies of water to the east it adjoins india while to the
west it borders iran and afghanistan

pakistan development news research data world bank Mar 20
2023
pakistan at a glance with the pandemic the government has been focused on managing the
repeated covid 19 infection waves implementing a mass vaccination campaign expanding
its cash transfer program and providing accommodative monetary conditions to sustain
economic growth

geography of pakistan wikipedia Feb 16 2023
coordinates 30 00 n 70 00 e the geography of pakistan urdu جغرافیۂ پاک ستان encompasses
a wide variety of landscapes varying from plains to deserts forests and plateaus
ranging from the coastal areas of the indian ocean in the south to the mountains of the
karakoram hindukush himalayas ranges in the north

pakistan ethnic groups languages religions britannica Jan
18 2023
ethnic composition the area currently occupied by pakistan has long been a route of
military conquest and an entrepôt for peoples and cultures it is therefore a
significant cultural and ethnic melting pot modern pakistan s population can be divided
broadly into five major and several minor ethnic groups

world report 2021 pakistan human rights watch Dec 17 2022
freedom of religion and belief the pakistani government did not amend or repeal
blasphemy law provisions that have provided a pretext for violence against religious
minorities and have left them

what is behind the rising violent attacks in pakistan Nov
15 2022
pakistan has been reeling from a deadly suicide bombing at a mosque located inside a
high security police compound in the northwestern city of peshawar amid a rise in
attacks in the past several



imran khan acquitted in pakistan s secrets act case Oct 15
2022
imran khan acquitted in pakistan s secrets act case a pakistani court suspended a ten
year jail sentence given to former prime minister imran khan for violating the nation s
secrecy laws but

pakistan s imran khan is acquitted of leaking state
secrets Sep 13 2022
a lawyer for pakistan s imprisoned former prime minister imran khan says an appeals
court has acquitted him of leaking state secrets
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